Abstract This work presents a methodology for studying the Heart Rate Variability (HRV) and Insulin Sensitivity (IS) during the Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTT) in subjects with Metabolic Syndrome (MS). For this, it was designed a clinical protocol that includes the acquisition of ECG signals during OGTT for 15 subjects with MS and 10 subjects for control group. HRV parameters were obtained from electrocardiographic recordings. Significant differences in RR values were found between groups in the 30 minutes stage of the OGTT. In control subjects the RR values were higher compared with subjects with MS. The values of normalized low frequencies between baseline stages and the stage at 30 minutes in subjects with MS showed a significant increase in sympathetic tone during the OGTT, that was not observed in group control. The following methods were implemented for quantification of IS: integral equation, insulin sensitivity index, insulin sensitivity, metabolic, HOMA and QUICKI. We found significantly lower values of IS in the group with MS. It was concluded that there are changes in the HRV and the IS in the subjects with MS, which is a pre-diabetic disease. These findings suggest that HRV and IS can be used for diagnosis of MS and prevention of Diabetes Mellitus.
Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a disease characterized by the accumulation of glucose in the blood. This is the result of poor performance of the pancreas to produce insulin. The causes of this disease are still unclear, however, there are pre-diabetic conditions that predispose or prelude the development of the disease. Among these conditions is the Metabolic Syndrome (MS). Therefore, early diagnosis and treatment of MS can prevent the development of diabetes, as well as associated diseases such as hypertension and neuropathy (Zimmet and Alberti, 2005) .
Several studies reveal the importance of some parameters, such as physiological signs and symptoms, in the diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. Among these we can highlight the Heart Rate Variability (HRV), which, in the early stages of diabetes, show changes including increased sympathetic tone and decreased parasympathetic tone, which could indicate also cardiovascular disorders (Weissman et al., 2006) . It was also reported low values of insulin sensitivity in diabetic and hypertensive subjects (Burattini et al., 2009) . The methods to quantify the Insulin Sensitivity (IS) are numerous and there are not consensual borders to discriminate MS subjects from normal subjects.
This work proposes a methodology for the study of HRV and IS during Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTT) in subjects with MS. For this, it was designed a clinical protocol that allowed the construction of a database. This database includes the acquisition of Electrocardiographic (ECG) signals during the OGTT, in order to study HRV. This allowed us to determine possible relationships between blood glucose levels and HRV, as well as the determination of IS in both populations.
Materials and Methods

Selection of subjects
Subjects were chosen for this study by the following criteria: male, age between 20 and 44 years old, non-smoker, not on drug treatment, without disabilities and without known cardiovascular diseases. Each subject signed an informed consent form, which explains the conditions of test, importance and usefulness.
For the diagnosis of MS it was used the criteria of National Cholesterol Education Program-Adult Treatment Panel (NCEP ATP III), which consist in the presence of two or more of the following characteristics: abdominal circumference in men greater than 102 cm and in women greater than 88 cm, blood pressure equal or higher than 130/85 mmHg, triglycerides higher than 150 mg/dL, HDL-cholesterol in men lower than 40 mg/dL and in women lower than 50 mg/dL, fasting blood glucose equal to or higher than 110 mg/dL. 
Clinical protocol
Tests and measurements Description
Blood tests Includes complete hematology, fasting blood glucose, urea, creatinine, cholesterol, triglycerides, high density lipids (HDL), low density lipids (LDL), very low density lipid (VLDL), uric acid and alanine transaminase (ALT). Anthropometric variables measurement Height, weight, waist circumference and Body Mass Index (BMI).
Clinical variables measurement Blood pressure.
Oral Glucose Tolerance Test (OGTT)
It consists of oral intake of 75 grams of liquid glucose, followed by the extraction of blood samples at intervals of 30 minutes and laboratory measurements of insulin and glucose for each sample. The test lasts 2 hours and, at the end, two curves are generated: insulin concentration and glucose concentration (these data are used in different methods for the quantification of insulin sensitivity).
ECG recording
The ECG recordings were performed before each blood sampling of the OGTT, lasting fifteen minutes each, for a total of five records per subject.
performed at sampling frequency of 1 kHz, resolution of 16 bits and 12-lead records (CardioSoft, 2012) .
Heart rate variability
Measurement of HRV is the oscillation during the interval between consecutive heartbeats. This is an established quantitative method, allowing the assessment of cardiac autonomic activity through the study spectral HRV. Based on HRV values, it can be studied the autonomic nervous system and its fluctuations, and, thereby, cardiovascular disorders and diabetes (Chan et al., 2007) .
Analysis of the RR series
The CardioSoft ® program was used for the detection of the QRS complex and construction of the RR series. The RR series for each time interval in the OGTT were validated and resampled at 2 Hz. The Wilcoxon and Kruskal-Wallis tests were used in order to find differences between groups and stages of the OGTT in relation to HRV parameters. In all cases, 'p' values '<0.05' were considered significant.
HRV parameters
From the RR series, SD and RMSSD were calculated in the time domain, and the Low Frequency (LF), High Frequency (HF) and LF/(LF + HF) were calculated in the frequency domain. All calculations and algorithms used were implemented and executed in MATLAB. Table 2 shows the description of the parameters.
The RR series extracted were resampled at 2 Hz to make them a uniform sampled series. From the RR uniform sampled series, the temporal domain parameters (SD and RMSSD) and the frequency domain parameters (LF, HF, and LF/(LF + HF)) were calculated. Frequency domain parameters were calculated using the autoregressive Burg's algorithm.
Insulin sensitivity
Insulin sensitivity (IS) is defined as the ability of the cells to react to the presence of insulin (Clausen et al., 1996) . The IS can be quantified by existing methods that use data from the OGTT; the methods used in this study for the quantification are: integral equation, insulin sensitivity index, insulin sensitivity, metabolic, HOMA IR , HOMAβ CELL and QUICKI. The formulation of these methods is specified in Table 3 .
Results
Database
The database obtained consisted in 25 subjects, of which 15 correspond to a group with MS and 10 to the control group. Significant differences were found between groups in weight and abdominal circumference. However, no significant differences were found in age and height. The MS group presents obesity (with a Body Mass Index (BMI) above 30), which is located mainly in the abdomen. Table 4 shows the anthropometrics data for the MS and control groups.
Parameters obtained from the study of HRV
The study was performed on HRV data obtained during the OGTT. The following parameters were obtained from the electrocardiographic recordings: RR, HF, LF, RMSSD, SD and LF/(HF + LF). Those values were recorded for each one of the OGTT stages, for both groups.
Significant differences were found between groups in the values of RR during the 30 minutes stage of the OGTT (control group 966.286 ± 160.146 ms versus MS group 843.200 ± 137.478 ms). Subjects with MS showed an increase in sympathetic tone during the OGTT, which was not observed in the control group. Significant 
Insulin sensitivity obtained from the methods
Significant differences between groups were found in the following methods: integral equation, insulin sensitivity, index of insulin sensitivity, HOMAβ CELL , HOMA IR and QUICKI. The insulin sensitivity in the control group is higher than in MS group, indicating that for control group the quality of insulin metabolism is better than in MS group. Table 5 shows the values of IS obtained from each method, for both groups.
Discussion
This study shows the design of a clinical protocol for the study of heart rate variability and insulin sensitivity Nardo et al., 2006; Fernandez et al., 2003) .
Methods Description
Integral equation in patients with MS. The database obtained consists of electrocardiographic signals collected during OGTT for a MS group and a control group. Data were analyzed from the point of view of HRV and IS. The study included 25 subjects -10 formed the control group and 15 the MS group. The database includes, in addition to traditional variables in the study of subjects with metabolic syndrome (clinical, laboratory and anthropometric variables), the ECG recording during the OGTT. This ECG provides more points of comparison between groups, facilitating the diagnosis of MS. There are alterations in HRV and IS that can appear in a pre-diabetic stage as Metabolic Syndrome. These parameters, HRV and IS, may constitute diagnostic features in the evolution of pre-diabetic patient. This may contribute for easier prevention, diagnosing and managing of important illnesses, such as diabetes and its complications (Navarro and Vargas, 2008) .
The ECG acquisition, allowed the calculation of HRV parameters in the time domain (SD and RMSSD) and in the frequency domain (RR, LF, HF and LF/ (LF + HF)). Significant differences were found in the MS group between stages of OGTT for the values of LF/(LF + HF) -the same was not observed in the control group. This indicates an increase in sympathetic tone during the OGTT in the MS group.
In the study of insulin sensitivity, the following methods were used: integral equation, insulin sensitivity index, insulin sensitivity, metabolic, HOMA and QUICKI. Significant differences between groups in all methods were found. The MS group showed lower insulin sensitivity compared with the control group, which represents a metabolic dysfunction reflected in the poor metabolism of glucose.
Conclusion
Globally, the metabolic syndrome is increasing among the population and should be monitored carefully, since it is a precursor to diabetes and cardiovascular disease. The main contribution of this work is the introduction of a methodology that allows, from a noninvasive test such as the electrocardiogram, to obtain parameters that provide a better understanding of the mechanisms associated with MS. It is expected that the results obtained in this pilot study provide a basis for future research. 
